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Abstract—With the advances in sensing, communication, and
computation, there is an increasing need to track mobile events
such as air pollutant diffusion, toxic gas leakage, or wildﬁre
spreading using mobile sensors such as robots. Lots of existing
work use control theory to plan the path of mobile sensors by
assuming that the event evolution is known in advance. This
assumption has severely limited the applicability of existing
approaches. In this work, we aim to design a detection and
tracking algorithm that is capable of identifying multiple events
with dynamic event signatures and providing event evolution
history that may include event merge, split, create and destroy.
Simulation results show that our approach can identify events
with low event count difference, high event membership similarity, and accurate event evolution decisions, while using a
reasonable number of tracking robots.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For environmental monitoring and protection, there is an
increasing need to deal with mobile events such as air pollutant
diffusion, toxic gas leakage, or wildﬁre spreading. These
events are usually large amorphous phenomena which occupy
irregular geographical regions and change the locations and
shapes over time. Moreover, several branches of an event may
mix when they come close or split into separate parts due
to external forces. Mobile sensor networks are very powerful
when being used to detect and track these dynamic events for
the following reasons. First, mobile sensors such as robots can
adapt to the environment of mobile events in the presence of
external forces such as winds and obstacles. Second, mobile
sensors are able to follow the mobile events as both sensors
and actuators. Third, deploying mobile sensor networks with
planned paths can decrease the amount of sensors needed than
using stationary wireless sensor networks. This work considers
event detection and tracking using mobile sensor networks. In
particular, we are interested in keeping track of events with
dynamic signatures. A signature is the distinct identity of an
event that can be used to specify the event from the application
level. Events with dynamic signatures are capable of splitting
apart or merging together. Our approach also aims to provide
the applications with event evolution history that can be used
to analyze event patterns and predict future behaviors.
Existing work using mobile sensors for event tracking as
detailed in Section II either assume that events never combine
into a larger one nor disintegrate into several smaller ones, or
assume that event evolution is known in advance so that events
can be modeled formally. These assumptions have severely

limited the applicability of existing approaches, especially
in a general scenario containing multiple dynamic events
with different evolving patterns. Although previous work—
DRAGON [1] proposes an algorithm that is capable of tracking
dynamic events even in the presence of event merges and
splits, it only works for stationary wireless sensor networks,
and event evolution is not addressed either.
This paper proposes MEMS—a novel pipelined approach
for dynamic event detection and tracking. Its noteworthy
features are (1) uses detection robots in a distributed way;
(2) uses the minimal number of tracking robots as needed; (3)
accurately identiﬁes multiple events with dynamic signatures;
(4) provides accurate event evolution history including merge,
split, create and destroy. We will use mobile sensors and robots
interchangeably in the following.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Event detection and tracking using stationary wireless sensor networks [2]–[6] is a well-studied topic. Using mobile
sensor networks, several pieces of work focus on cooperatively
improving coverage [7] [8], maintaining connectivity [9]–[11],
and dynamically partitioning the mobile sensors for multiple
targets [12] [13], however, none of them consider the merging
and splitting of the targets. Yet, another body of work focuses
on the path planning or control of robots. For instance, [14]
models a single cloud using splinegon and plans the paths of
the robots [15] according to the modeled cloud dynamics [16],
however, it does not consider robot dynamics while generating
the paths. The work in [17] and [18] provide control algorithms
on robot swarms for detection, tracking, and mapping of
chemical clouds. Although [17] [18] do not assume a-prior
knowledge of the cloud evolution pattern as [14]–[16], they
use very simple search methods that they cannot assure all
clouds could be detected.
To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this
paper is the ﬁrst that can provide event evolution history for
dynamic events with possible merges and splits using mobile
sensor networks without assuming the models of events in
advance.
III. MEMS OVERVIEW
MEMS is designed to detect and track mobile events using
mobile sensors in a large geographical area, where the events
are assumed slower than the robots. During initialization, the

detection area is decomposed into detection units using the cell
decomposition method as widely used in the robot coverage
problem [19] with one detection robot in each unit. The size
of a detection unit is determined in a way that the robots can
directly communicate with robots in adjacent detection units.
Each detection unit is further decomposed into a number of
sensing cells. The size of a sensing cell is determined by the
sensing range of the sensors used to track the events. Similarly,
each sensing cell is decomposed into a number of tracking
cells. The size of a tracking cell is a determining factor for
tracking precision. Then, the time period for one round is
calculated based on the maximum event size, maximum event
speed, and maximum robot speed. For instance, Fig. 1 shows
2 detection units (outlined using solid bold lines), each has 16
sensing cells inside (divided by solid lines), and each sensing
cell has 25 tracking cells like the top right sensing cell.
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Sample cell decompositions

After initialization, MEMS works in two phases: detection
and tracking. To speed up the process, it adopts a pipelined
approach where detection and tracking execute in parallel with
detection robots and tracking robots, respectively (Fig. 2).
MEMS periodically initiates a new round of detection, whose
results will be used for tracking in the next round (Fig. 3).
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robot). MEMS represents a sensing cell using 1 when the
event is present in that sensing cell and using 0 otherwise.
This way, the event presence information can be represented
using a bit vector. If an event region is only inside one
detection unit (i.e., intra-unit event), then the corresponding
detection robot has the complete information of the event
region. Otherwise, if the event region spans several detection
units (i.e., inter-unit event), the corresponding detection robots
in those units need to consolidate their information about the
event region and designate one detection robot to hold the
complete information. MEMS accomplishes this by gathering
the information from all relevant detection units in a clockwise fashion to the designated detection robot.
In the tracking phase, detection robots assign consecutive
sensing cells in each event region to several tracking robots,
where the number of tracking robots is determined by the
event region size and the maximum robot speed. Further,
detection robots plan the tracking path in order to cover all
the tracking cells in the consecutive sensing cells assigned
to the tracking robots. Then, the tracking robots sense the
events along their tracking paths, and ﬁnd event entry and exit
boundary points and send the points in pairs to the detection
robots in charge. An O(nlog(n)) plane sweep algorithm is
applied to the boundary point pairs to separate the individual
events in each event region. Boundary point pairs of the
identiﬁed events along with event properties such as ECoM
and ESoR as detailed in section IV can be further used to
map the boundary of the events using the technique such as
the Voronoi graph based contour map generation [20].
IV. MEMS D ETAILS
We ﬁrst present the two key steps of MEMS: event region
estimation and event identiﬁcation, then present the unique
feature of MEMS: event evolution.
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Detailed event detection and tracking in one round

In the detection phase, each detection robot follows a
certain path in its detection unit as shown in Fig. 1 to check
any new event regions (i.e., consecutive sensing cells that
are detected with events by the corresponding sensors of the

This step estimates the event regions (Algorithm 1) using
the event presence information gathered by detection robots.
For instance, a detection unit with 4x4 sensing cells and a bit
vector v = {0011001100001111} will be grouped into two
disconnected event regions, i.e., c[0][2], c[0][3], c[1][2], c[1][3]
and c[3][0], c[3][1], c[3][2], c[3][3]. We assume that there is a
server located in the reference detection unit with the ID
(0,0). Then, the inter-unit event information is consolidated
to the detection robot in the detection unit with the lowest ID
which is closest to the sever, incurring the least communication
overhead if the event information (i.e., the bit vector) needs
to be sent to the sever.
To determine whether two events are overlapped or whether
an event is inside another one (note that these events are not
necessarily identiﬁed at the same time), two key concepts are
used: event center of mass, and event size of radius.
Event Center of Mass (ECoM): for event ei , assume
the boundary points set identiﬁed at time t is Pei =
{p1 , p2 , ..., pn }. For each point pj , the sensor reading is spj ,t ,

and the location is lpj . Then, the ECoM for event ei at time
t is shown in Eqn(1).

∀pj ∈Pei spj ,t × lpj

(1)
Mei ,t =
∀pj ∈Pe spj ,t
i

Event Size of Radius (ESoR): the ESoR for an event is
deﬁned as the average distance from the boundary points to
the ECoM of the event, as shown in Eqn(2).

∀pj ∈Pei |lpj − Mei ,t |
(2)
Rei ,t =
n
If |Me1 ,t1 − Me2 ,t2 | < Re1 ,t1 + Re2 ,t2 , then event e1 at
time t1 and event e2 at time t2 are overlapped. Further, if
|Me1 ,t1 − Me2 ,t2 | < Re1 ,t1 − Re2 ,t2 , then event e2 at time
t2 is inside event e1 at time t1 . ECoM and ESoR can be
applied to event regions as well, where the boundary points
are approximately the centers of the outmost sensing cells.
Algorithm 1 : Event Region Estimation
Input: sensing cells of detected events
Output: estimated event regions with ECoMs/ESoRs
1: for all sensing cells detected with events do
2:
Group consecutive sensing cells for each disconnected
event regions;
3: end for
4: for all disconnected event regions do
5:
if inter-unit event region then
6:
Aggregate information of the consecutive sensing
cells clockwise to the detection robot in the detection unit with the lowest ID among all the units it
occupies;
7:
if the detection robot is different from last round
then
8:
Mark it as “event migrate”;
9:
Update the records of this event on the detection
robots involved in current round and last round;
10:
end if
11:
end if
12:
Estimate ECoM and ESoR for the event region;
13: end for
14: for all estimated event regions do
15:
Compare ECoM and ESoR with last round;
16:
if no overlap and no migration then
17:
Mark it as “event create”
18:
Create new event record;
19:
end if
20: end for
21: Save all the estimated event regions in current round;
At the end of this step, an event region may contain
multiple events which will be further identiﬁed according to
the tracking precision in event identiﬁcation.
B. Event Identiﬁcation
Based on the estimated event regions, the detection robots
can assign the event regions to a number of tracking robots and

also plan the tracking paths as illustrated in section III. Then,
the tracking robots for each event region report the boundary
point pairs of events along their tracking paths to the detection
robot who assigns the event region, and each detection robot
further uses these boundary point pairs to identify individual
events as shown in Algorithm 2. The plane sweep algorithm
used to solve the closest pair of points problem [21] is applied
here. By sweeping the line with an interval of the tracking
cell size, it can group the consecutive boundary point pairs
for individual events [22].
Algorithm 2 : Event Identiﬁcation
Input: event boundary point pairs
Output: identiﬁed events with signatures/ECoMs/ESoRs
1: for all event boundary point pairs do
2:
Use the plane sweep algorithm to group the boundary
point pairs within consecutive tracking cells for each
individual event;
3: end for
4: for all separated groups of boundary point pairs do
5:
Calculate ECoM and ESoR;
6:
Compare ECoM and ESoR with last round;
7:
if separated events in last round overlap in current round
then
8:
Mark it as “event merge”;
9:
Combine event signatures to the earliest one;
10:
end if
11: end for
12: for all identiﬁed events of last round do
13:
Compare ECoM and ESoR with current round;
14:
if ECoMs of multiple events in current round are inside
a single event in last round then
15:
Mark it as “event split”;
16:
Assign new event signatures to the splitted parts;
17:
end if
18:
if ECoM disappears in current round and it is not
marked as migrate then
19:
Mark it as “event destroy”;
20:
Terminate the event evolution records;
21:
end if
22: end for
23: Save all the identiﬁed events in current round;
C. Event Evolution
Event signature is a unique feature of MEMS, which is provided with a label consisting of round number (R#), detection
robot ID (D#), and the group ID of the corresponding tracking
robots (T#). Event evolution contains a series of records of the
dynamic event signatures and the event merge, split, create,
destroy actions in each round. The event evolution history is
maintained on the detection robots in a distributed manner
that each detection robot records the identiﬁed events under
its management. Once a detection robot takes over an event
that migrates from its previous detection robot in charge, it will
request the last event signature of this event from the previous

detection robot and send back the updated event signature with
a status of migrating. Based on the event evolution history
held by all the detection robots, we can construct an event
evolution tree to answer event queries. For example, if the
application is interested in the entire history of event R3D1T 2,
then the query results might look like R3D1T 2 ← R2D1T 2
← R1D1T 2 + R1D1T 3. We can further map the detection
robot ID and tracking ID to geographical locations, which in
conjunction with contour maps will provide a clear idea of
how the event has changed over time.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We implement a middleware layer simulator focusing on
the event detection and tracking to evaluate MEMS.
The performance metrics we consider are:
• Event Count Difference: the event count difference between the tracking results and the ground truth is used
to show whether MEMS successfully detects all of the
distinct events in the detection area.
• Event Membership Similarity: this metric is similar to the
Jaccard Coefﬁcient in data mining and is used to show
whether each individual event is delineated correctly.
• Number of Tracking Robots per Event: the average number of tracking robots used to track an event during the
event evolution is used to show whether MEMS uses a
reasonable low number of tracking robots.
• Action Count: the number of rounds in 100 rounds that
MEMS identiﬁes event merge/split/create/destroy is compared with the actual actions to demonstrate the detection
and tracking accuracy at a high level. In conjunction with
the evaluation of event count difference and membership
similarity, it can evaluate the event evolution accuracy.
We model events as follows: the number of events equals
the initial event count and are generated at the beginning of the
simulation, each with a random event size no larger than the
maximum event size and a random event speed no larger than
the maximum event speed. During the simulation, the events
move individually with varying direction and speed no larger
than the maximum speed in the detection area until merges or
splits happen. Once a merge happens, the events merged into
one event will have the same movement pattern. Once a split
happens, the events will have individual movement patterns.
Also, there are certain chances of event creation and event
destroy in each round. We present several sets of simulation
results to show the performance of MEMS. For all simulations,
the maximum robot speed is set to 10m/s. As discussed in
section II, there are no competing algorithms that can be used
to compare the performance with MEMS, we only discuss the
performance of MEMS itself in this paper.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the impact of the detection area size
when the maximum event size is set to 2units and the initial
event count is set to 20. In general, MEMS provides very
high accurate event tracking (event count difference less than
3 out of 20, event membership similarity higher than 0.85)
with modest overhead (number of tracking robots per event
less than 5) when the maximum event speed is 1m/s.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of the maximum event size
when the detection area size is set to 10units*10units and the
initial event count is set to 20. Similarly, MEMS provides very
high accurate event tracking (event count difference less than
4 out of 20, event membership similarity higher than 0.92)
with modest overhead (number of tracking robots per event
less than 6) when the maximum event speed is 1m/s.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the impact of the initial event count
when the detection area size is set to 10units*10units and the
maximum event size is set to 10units. MEMS also provides
very high accurate event tracking (event count difference less
than 5 out of 50, event membership similarity higher than 0.9)
with modest overhead (up to 200 tracking robots for 50 events)
when the maximum event speed is 1m/s.
The results on the impact of the maximum event speed
are omitted due to space constraints. In general, event speed
signiﬁcantly affects MEMS performance. Further, we have
observed that MEMS detects the similar number of event
evolution actions (i.e., merge, split, create, and destroy) as
the ground truth by examining the records of event evolution
history during the simulations [22].
In summary, MEMS provides accurate event detection and
tracking when the number of events in the area is small or the
event speed is slow comparing to the robot speed, and it also
provides accurate event evolution history.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented MEMS, a novel pipelined
approach for detecting and tracking events with dynamic
event signatures. MEMS has been shown to be capable of
identifying multiple events with low event count difference and
high event membership similarity, while using a reasonable
number of tracking robots. Further, it has also been veriﬁed
to provide accurate event evolution history including event
merge, split, create and destroy. Overall, MEMS is promising
for phenomena monitoring applications using robotic sensor
networks. Our future work will provide robust network layer
support for robots communication in the presence of packet
loss, and will also design the tracking paths adaptive to the
event evolution while minimizing robots movement delays.
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